Learn to fringe twist
fringe twist yarn
FRINGE TWISTING YARN

Make a perfect twisted fringe on scarves, handwoven garments or needlework projects. Create cording from cotton or twist sliver for fibre craft projects. Add beads and metalics for texture and fun.
Clamp fringe twister to a table.

Divide into groups of desired thickness.
Hint: Usually 4-6 wool strands or 6-8 cotton.

Place a hand on the garment to keep tension on the stands clipped to the twister, turn the handle clockwise as many times as desired (take note of how many rotations, and repeat across fringe, this will ensure an even twist and length).
To ply, remove from clips and finish by knotting the two halves together close to the end. The two halves will twist anticlockwise to create the fringe.

Repeat from step 1. working along the garment.
Books available from Ashford

- The Ashford Book of Weaving for the Four Shaft Loom
  By Anne Field

- The Ashford Book of Rigid Heddle Weaving
  By Rowena Hart

- The Ashford Book of Weaving for Knitters
  By Rowena Hart

- The Ashford Book of Projects
  For the Eight Shaft Loom
  By Elsa Krogh

- The Ashford Book of Carding
  By Jo Reeve

- The Ashford Book of Dyeing
  By Ann Milner

- The Ashford Book of Hand Spinning
  By Jo Reeve

- Learn to Spin Booklet

- Learn to Weave on the Rigid Heddle Booklet

- Learn to Weave on the Knitters Loom Booklet

- Learn to Weave on the Table Loom